The clawed frog Xenopus is an aquatic predator catching prey at night by detecting water movements caused by its prey. We present a general method, a ''minimal model'' based on a minimum-variance estimator, to explain prey detection through the frog's many lateral-line organs, even in case several of them are defunct. We show how waveform reconstruction allows Xenopus' neuronal system to determine both the direction and the character of the prey and even to distinguish two simultaneous wave sources. The results can be applied to many aquatic amphibians, fish, or reptiles such as crocodilians.
The lateral-line system is a mechanoreceptive system of aquatic amphibians and fish. It is used to detect water movements along the animal's body for navigation and catching prey [1] [2] [3] [4] . It comprises, dependent on the species, some hundred to several thousand small lateral-line organs dispersed over the trunk. We analyze the clawed frog Xenopus laevis laevis as a typical example. Its eyes are not adapted to seeing in water and the animal's lateral-line system has become the central sensory organ for spatial orientation [5] . Xenopus uses this system for catching prey in water at night. When an insect drops on the water surface, it generates a wave that passes along Xenopus. Depending on the waveform, the frog may or may not turn toward the wave's origin, its prey.
Aquatic amphibians such as Xenopus [5] possess about 180 lateral-line organs distributed in various lines along the sides of the body around the eyes, and at a few other locations of head and neck; see Fig. 1 . Reptiles such as crocodilians take advantage of about 2000 dome pressure receptors [6] on their face. Fish such as the mottled sculpin (Cottus bairdi) also have a lateral-line mediated prey-capture behavior [3, 4] , originating from several thousand receptors. In all cases the sensors are functioning in water as a medium and there are very many of them. Hence a precise temporal comparison, which needs only a few receptors as in the barn owl [7] and the sand scorpion [8] , is highly improbable.
Through its lateral-line system Xenopus can determine direction and character of impinging waves [9] . Because each lateral-line organ responds to waves from any direction, localization requires a comparison of inputs from several lateral-line organs. Xenopus can also resolve the directions of two simultaneous waves of different frequency that overlap at the animal [5, 10] , and even discern the wave sources. Since each lateral-line organ encodes only the local superposition pattern of the waves at the body surface, this pattern-segmentation ability requires a comparison of the encoded superposition patterns from several organs and a decomposition of the patterns into their original components.
A lateral-line organ of Xenopus contains 4 -8 small cupulae with gelatinous flags protruding into the water and being deflected by the local fluid flow [11] . The deflection stimulates sensory hair cells at the base of a cupula and in this way generates spikes in the lateral-line nerves, phase locked to the stimulus. Our simulations have shown similar results when we assumed the sensors to detect the water pressure. So the present analysis is applicable to, e.g., crocodilians [6] as well.
Stimuli such as insects scrambling at the water surface or a moving stamp in experiments [9] generate surface waves. The deflection y i t of cupula i at time t is proportional to the local velocity [2, 11] . Here, water can be taken as a linear system [12] where the effective deflection y i of cupula i is linear in the stimulus x p , y i t h An approximation of the transfer function between the velocity of a moving stamp with radius r 0 1:2 cm exciting the surface of the water and the velocity at a lateralline organ at distance r r 0 is
for ! > 0 and Hÿ! H ! with as the water viscosity and k as the wave number. The first term on the right-hand side describes the 1=r reduction of the intensity due to the distance from the source [13] , the second term, D ' 10 ÿ2j'j= , accounts for the damping caused by Xenopus' body [14] with ' being the angle between the direction of the lateral-line organ with respect to Xenopus' center and the direction of the wave source. The first term in the exponent describes amplitude reduction due to the viscosity [12, 13] and the second term describes a phase dependence. The dispersion [12] is given by ! 2 k gk T s k 3 =%, where g is the gravity acceleration, T s is the water surface tension, and % is the density of water.
Xenopus is able to determine the direction of a wave source. It can also distinguish sources of different frequency [15] and probably discern different preys in general. So we hypothesize Xenopus ''tries'' to determine what is going on where on the water surface. Let p be a position on the water surface and let us assume Xenopus determines the temporal waveform of the source at p. Furthermore, let x p be the true time-dependent waveform of the source andx x p Xenopus' estimate. No known neuroanatomical data suggest or support any specific model. A minimal model is therefore our starting point, viz., answering the question of how Xenopus reconstructs the waveform through a minimum-variance estimator [16] , i.e., by minimizing the expectation value of the least-squares error
where T I 500 ms is the frog's minimal response time.
The only information available to Xenopus for determining the waveform x p of the wave source is the spikes coming from the nerves of its lateral-line system. The spikes encode the deflection of the cupulae of the lateralline organs. This deflection can be determined only approximately from the spike train because spike generation is a stochastic process and so is the cupula response. We model this stochasticity by adding independent Gaussian random variables n n i t with mean zero and standard deviation n to the deflections y i t of the cupulae. Moreover, each insect species generates a waveform x p with a typical mean [13] but also with an intrinsic, stochastic, variation which is taken to be Gaussian with standard deviation x .
The deflection y i of cupula i (1 i 180) is a linear function of the wave source x given by Eq. (1) plus noise,
Knowing the deflections y i of the cupulae, Xenopus has to ''estimate'' a waveformx x p for a given waveform x p . With : n = x , the solution minimizing the error in Eq. (3) can be shown to bê
The functions S Equation (5) To show explicitly that neuronal waveform reconstruction is possible, we model a neuron directly connected to the lateral-line nerves (Fig. 2) , and perform the convolution of Eq. (5). Every spike in a lateral-line nerve causes a postsynaptic potential " in the neuron. For the postsynaptic potential we have chosen an alpha function "t t= exp1 ÿ t= for t 0 and "t 0 elsewhere, with 10 ms. The membrane potential V p of the neuron, modeled as a spike-response neuron [17] , is
where the t f i are the firing times of the nerve from lateralline organ i and p ik is the delay of synapse number k with synaptic strength J p ik . There are two lateral-line nerves for each lateral-line organ i, accounting for ''opposite'' directions of deflection [2] . One nerve spikes for deflections y i t > 0 and so does the other one for y i t < 0 (primed quantities f 0 , J (5), which in turn depend on the transfer functions of Eq. (2). As these positions are arranged on a circle, they are characterized by the direction '. So there is a map of neurons with membrane potentials V ' t : V p' , each responsible for a certain direction '. We assume Xenopus turns to the angle ' represented by the neuron that has maximal average firing rate, i.e., where the norm kV ' k as defined by Eq. (3) is maximal.
With hindsight the above assumption is reasonable because kV ' k indeed has its absolute maximum at the angle ' where the wave comes from, as shown in Fig. 3 . The reason is that, when the animal is reconstructing the waveforms by Eq. (5) using a wrong direction ', the wrong transfer functions H p i are used and, hence, a reconstruction gives noise only. Figure 4 shows plots of theoretical and experimental distributions of Xenopus' turning angles in the lesioned and unlesioned case. To account for the results of the experiments, we have also assumed that Xenopus exploits no intensity but only phase information for its approximations, so that it ''uses''
in Eq. (5) with r d 10 cm instead of the real transfer functions of water in Eq. (2); r p j is the distance from lateral-line organ j to position p. Figure 4 indicates that these minimal assumptions already suffice to give a fair explanation of experimental reality.
For spike generation in the lateral-line nerves we have chosen an inhomogeneous Poisson process as an approximation to the real input-output characteristics [18] of the lateral-line organ. Nerve i fires in t; t dt with a probability of R y i t R s dt, R 300 Hz, so that we get realistic spike rates lower than about 150 Hz (horizontal axis). In our model, Xenopus swims in the direction ' where kV ' k has its maximum, which in this case is ' 0. The sinusoidal wave source with frequency 10 Hz is positioned 10 cm in front of Xenopus (' 0). Each neuron reconstructs the waveform of the stimulus by means of its membrane potential V ' t T (solid lines in the insets), ''assuming'' that the actual stimulus comes from direction '. If this assumption is correct (at ' 0), Xenopus' approximation resembles the original waveform xt (dotted lines in the insets) quite well. For wrong directions (e.g., ' 180 ), Xenopus' approximation is noise with a small amplitude. The present model therefore serves two purposes. First, neurons responding strongest tell Xenopus the direction of the wave source. Second, the membrane potential of these neurons gives Xenopus an approximation to the actual waveform and allows the animal to distinguish different kinds of prey. and spontaneous rates R s 10 Hz [14] . The negative sign is for nerves that are excited by negative deflections y i t < 0.
Two simultaneous but different wave sources can be distinguished easily by a trained Xenopus [10] in accordance with the present model ( Fig. 5 ): Not only can Xenopus determine the positions of the two wave sources but also distinguish different frequencies. If Xenopus is trained to always swim to the wave source with a frequency of, say, 15 Hz with an angle between the two stimuli of, say, 90
, and the two stimuli are then presented with an arbitrary but different angle between them, Xenopus still turns to the 15 Hz stimulus without any further training [19] . The fact that Xenopus generalizes appropriately as described supports the model assumption that the actual waveform is somehow approximated by Xenopus.
In Xenopus each afferent lateral-line nerve bifurcates and then branches widely throughout the ipsilateral medullary medial octaval nucleus (MON), which is the projection nucleus of the lateral-line afferents [20] . In crocodilians neuroanatomical studies [21] indicate the very same bifurcation phenomenon. Thus a neuronal substrate might well be available for a comparison of inputs between many afferent neurons. In addition, intensive bilateral connections between the MON of both sides allow for detailed comparison between left and right side inputs [20] . As yet, recordings from neurons in the MON have not been performed because it is covered by a large blood sinus. Neurons that are sensitive to a certain direction and still show phase-locked response to the stimulus like the model neurons with membrane potential V ' of Fig. 2 could be found here.
In summary, we have shown how a large number of sensory detectors allows an animal such as Xenopus to perform some kind of waveform reconstruction so as to determine both the prey's direction and its character. A simple neuronal algorithm with realistic firing rates, number of synapses (here 7200 per neuron), and time constants of postsynaptic potentials suffices to perform localization; see Fig. 3 . Furthermore, as Fig. 4 illustrates, the model is robust in that it successfully incorporates the effect of deactivating part of the cupulae. Our theory also explains Xenopus' distinguishing simultaneous wave sources, i.e., its performing pattern segmentation, as in Fig. 5 . For crocodilians the question is still open, but we do not expect for long. Finally, the method of our minimal model needs minimal assumptions to allow exploring an animal's response to sensory input efficiently, even though detailed anatomical data are not available yet -as is often the case in practice. Fig. 3 for two simultaneous wave sources of 10 and 15 Hz, positioned at ' ÿ45 and 45 , 10 cm in front of Xenopus. The animal's approximations are shown in the insets. In this way it could easily distinguish position and waveform of the sources, as in experiment [10] .
